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TORSION DIVISORS OF PLANE CURVES WITH MAXIMAL
FLEXES AND ZARISKI PAIRS
ENRIQUE ARTAL BARTOLO, SHINZO BANNAI, TAKETO SHIRANE,
AND HIRO-O TOKUNAGA
Abstract. There is a close relationship between the embedded topology of
complex plane curves and the arithmetics of elliptic curves. In a recent pa-
per, we studied the topology of some arrangements of curves which include
a special smooth component, via the torsion properties induced by the divi-
sors in the special curve associated to the rest of the components, which is an
arithmetic property. When this special curve has maximal flexes, there is a
natural isomorphism between its Jacobian variety and the degree zero part of
its Picard group. In this paper we consider curve arrangements which contain
a special smooth component with a maximal flex and exploit these properties
to obtain Zariski tuples which show the interplay between topology, geometry
and arithmetics.
Introduction
In this paper we study the relationship between the embedded topology, geome-
try and arithmetics of plane curves which are algebraic curves (possibly reducible)
in the complex projective plane P2. One important goal in the topological study of
plane curves is to understand what is behind the so-called Zariski pairs (or tuples),
i.e., curves sharing the same combinatorics (topology in a regular neighborhood)
but with distinct embedded topology in the projective plane. The relationship be-
tween the embedded topology and the arrangement of singularities (a geometric
property) of plane curves was observed from many examples; for example [4], [7],
[9], [17] and so on. The relationship between the embedded topology and torsion di-
visors (an arithmetic object) was also observed; for example, [1], [5] and [6]. These
observations are the motivation of the previous paper [2] and this paper, and the
aim is to formulate these phenomena and to make the relation between topology,
geometry and arithmetics more visible.
In this paper, we give examples of Zariski tuples consisting of a smooth cubic and
some components. The first example of this form is the fundamental example given
by the first named author, who gave a Zariski pair of curves consisting of a cubic
and three inflectional tangents in [1]. When we consider the cubic as an elliptic
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curve having an inflectional point as the zero element, it is well-known that the
tangent points of inflectional tangents are three-torsion points of the elliptic curve.
The geometry of these torsion-points play an important role in distinguishing the
topology, namely if they are collinear or not. The second, third and fourth named
authors together with B. Guerville-Ballé generalized this example to Zariski pairs
of curves consisting of a cubic and 4, 5 or 6 inflectional tangents in [5]. Another
example of such Zariski tuples are considered by the second and fourth named
author in [6], where 2-torsion points related to pairs of tangent lines were considered.
These works lead us to write [2], where arithmetic properties of some arrange-
ment of curves produced Zariski tuples for which subtle topological properties con-
firmed their character of Zariski pairs. These arrangements of curves consisted of
a smooth curve D and some curves Ci. Each one of the curves Ci produced a di-
visor in Pic0(D) (by subtracting a multiple of the divisor generated by a general
line from Ci|D). The torsion properties of these divisors were combined with the
splitting number introduced in [10] to produce Zariski tuples. The arguments in [2]
were affected by the technical difficulties caused by the use of a divisor induced by
a general line.
When the special smooth curve D has a maximal flex, there is another natural
way to pass from Pic(D) to Pic0(D), which gives us more flexibility to study such
arrangements of curves. This starting point is the main difference between this
note and [2]. We can construct candidates of Zariski tuples in a systematical way,
and give new examples of more general form compared to [2] (see §3). For some
examples we give, the techniques of [2] can be used to distinguish the Zariski tuples;
however in these cases, the arguments become easier if we use the techniques of this
note.
In §1 and §2 we establish the settings and we prove the general results that relate
topology and arithmetics via the splitting numbers when dealing with maximal-
flex arrangements, i.e. curve arrangements with a smooth component having a
maximal flex point. The main result in §1 is Corollary 1.9 where sufficient arithmetic
conditions are given for maximal-flex arrangement to give a Zariski tuple. In §2
we warn about some notational differences between this paper and [2] and present
refined recipes to use the statements.
In §3 we present new examples of Zariski tuples by applying the techniques of
§2. Some of these examples are related to the notion of a triangle of a smooth
cubic E; we fix a flex point O as zero element of the group law of E to simplify the
exposition. An ordinary tangent line to a cubic is related to two points in the cubic:
the tangency point and the residual point, which are distinct by the the condition
to be ordinary. A triangle is a triple of ordinary tangent lines to a cubic which is
constructed as follows:
Start first with an ordinary tangent line at P with the residual point Q (we
assume that Q is a non-inflectional point); we next take the tangent line at Q with
the residual point R (which we also assume to be a non-inflectional point) and take
also the tangent line at R with the next residual point S. We have a triangle L if
S = P . In this case, the points P,Q,R are 9-torsion points of E and their triples
and also their sum all give the same non-zero 3-torsion point, called the associated
3-torsion point PL to the triangle L. Note that PL depends on the choice of the
fixed inflectional point O.
Theorem 1. Let E be a smooth cubic.
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(1) There exists a Zariski triple consisting of arrangements of the cubic E with
a flex point O as the zeroelement and two triangles L,L′ with associated
3-torsion points PL, PL′ . They are characterized by the following three
conditions:
(a) PL = PL′ .
(b) PL′ is the double of PL.
(c) PL, PL′ generate the 3-torsion of E.
(2) There exists a Zariski pair consisting of arrangements with the cubic E, one
triangle L and two inflectional tangent lines L,L′, satisfying transversality
conditions in the remaining intersections. Let P, P ′ be the tangency points
for L,L′. Let us choose the flex O which is aligned with P, P ′ to be the
zero element, and let PL be the associated 3-torsion point to L. They are
characterized by the following two conditions:
(a) PL ∈ {P, P ′}.
(b) PL /∈ {P, P ′}.
The existence of the Zariski triple in (1) is shown in Theorem 3.4. The existence
of the Zariski pair in (2) is shown in Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.7 by using the
results in §1, which cannot be proved by the technique in [2] (see Remark 3.6). In
both situations, the topological obstructions come from the arguments of §1.
We add some more examples in §3, namely arrangements of a cubic and a bi-gon
of curves of higher degree: a pair of curves of degree d each intersecting E at the
same two points only, where at each intersection point, one of the curves of degree
d intersects transversely whereas the other curve intersects with multiplicity 3d−1.
In this case, torsion points whose orders are divisors of 3d(3d− 2) come in to play.
Explicit Zariski tuples are found for d = 2.
Theorem 2. Let E be a smooth cubic with an inflectional point O as the zero
element.
(1) There exists a Zariski pair consisting of arrangements with the cubic E and
a pair of conics as above, satisfying transversality conditions in the remain-
ing intersections. Let P, P ′ be the two intersection points, and choose an
arbitrary flex as zero of the law group of E. They are characterized by the
following two conditions:
(a) P, P ′ are in the 12-torsion subgroup of E.
(b) P, P ′ are in the 24-torsion subgroup of E but not in its 12-torsion
subgroup.
(2) There exists a Zariski 4-tuple consisting of arrangements with the cubic
E an inflectional tangent line L, and a pair of conics as above, satisfying
transversality conditions in the remaining intersections. Let O be the in-
flectional tangency of E and L, and let P, P ′ be the two intersection points.
They are characterized by the following four conditions:
(a) P, P ′ are of order 4.
(b) P, P ′ are of order 8.
(c) P, P ′ are of order 12.
(d) P, P ′ are of order 24.
This result is proved in Theorems 3.10 and 3.12 together with Proposition 3.14.
Theorems 3.10 and 3.12 show difference of the embedded topology of curves in (1)
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and (2) respectively, which will be proved by using technique in §1. Note that Theo-
rem 3.12 cannot be proved by the results in [2] (see Remark 3.13). Proposition 3.14
shows the actual existence of those curves by using a particular case of a cubic
(found in [12]) where rational higher-order torsion points exist in small number
fields. Computations have been made with Sagemath [16] and can be checked in
Binder [8].
In Propositions 3.8 and 3.9 we prove that the arithmetic conditions distinguishing
the elements in the Zariski tuples with triangles are optimal, in the sense that these
conditions define connected realization spaces for these curves. These connectivity
results rely on §5 where we study the connectedness of moduli spaces of point
arrangements on elliptic curves, see Theorem 5.7.
For the arrangements of one smooth cubic and a pair of triangles, we show in
§4 that orbifold fundamental groups also distinguish the topology of this Zariski
triple. Sagemath has been used in the computations. In the Appendix A we provide
explicit equations, the code of computations and URLs where these can be checked.
1. Torsion divisors and splitting numbers
Let us fix some notations. For an abelian group G and a positive integer m we
denote G[m] := {g ∈ G | mg = 0}.
Definition 1.1. A maximal-flex arrangement of type (d0; d1, . . . , dk), denoted as
[C] := (D; C1, . . . , Ck), is a decomposition of a curve
C = D + B, B =
k∑
j=1
Cj,
where D is a smooth curve of degree d0, with at least one maximal tangent LO, i.e.
a tangent such that LO ∩ D is a one point set, and Cj (j = 1, . . . , k) are possibly
reducible curves of degree dj .
For a maximal-flex arrangement [C] we set the following notation. Let O ∈ D
be the point of tangency of LO. We associate a torsion class of Pic
0(D) to each Cj
as follows. Let mj = gcd{(D, Cj)P | P ∈ D∩Cj} where (D, Cj)P is the intersection
multiplicity of D and Cj at P . Let dj [C] be the divisor of D given by
dj [C] :=
∑
P∈D∩Cj
(D, Cj)P
mj
P.
Furthermore, let tj := tj([C], O) ∈ Pic0(D) be the divisor class given by
tj = tj([C], O) := dj [C]− d0dj
mj
O.
Then, since mjdj [C] ∼ Cj|D ∼ (djLO)|D = d0djO we have mjtj ∼ 0, i.e., tj ∈
Pic0(D)[mj ]. We will abuse notation and use the same symbol to denote a divisor
and the divisor class that it represents. Note that in the case where there are
two or more maximal tangents, the class tj([C], O) will depend on the choice of O.
However, we will show later that the choice of O will not affect the arguments that
we will use.
Now, let d := (d1, . . . , dk) and Θk be the subset of Z
⊕k defined by
Θk := {(a1, . . . , ak) | gcd(a1, . . . , ak) = 1} .
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For a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Θk define an integer na by
na = n[C],a := gcd

a1m1, . . . , akmk, k∑
j=1
ajdj


and furthermore define a divisor class τ(a) := τ([C],O)(a) ∈ Pic0(D) by
τ(a) := τ([C],O)(a) :=
k∑
j=1
ajmj
na
tj.
Note that since mjtj ∼ 0 as divisors on D, we have naτ(a) ∼ 0 and τ(a) ∈
Pic0(D)[na]. Concerning the class τ([C],O)(a), we have the following lemma:
Lemma 1.2. Let [C] be a maximal-flex arrangement as above. Suppose that O,O′ ∈
D are the tangency points of maximal tangent lines of D. Then τ([C],O)(a) ∼
τ([C],O′)(a), hence the divisor class τ([C],O)(a) does not depend on the choice of O
and the notation τ(a) makes sense.
Proof. Let O,O′ be the tangency points of maximal tangent lines LO, LO′ of D.
Note that d0O = LO|D ∼ LO′ |D = d0O′. Then
τ([C],O)(a)−τ([C],O′)(a) =
k∑
j=1
ajmj
na
tj([C], O)−
k∑
j=1
ajmj
na
tj([C], O′)
=
k∑
j=1
ajmj
na
(
tj([C], O) − tj([C], O′)
)
=
k∑
j=1
ajmj
na
((
dj [C]− d0dj
mj
O
)
−
(
dj [C]− d0dj
mj
O′
))
=
1
na
k∑
j=1
ajdj · do (O −O′) ∼ 0
since na is a divisor of
∑k
j=1 ajdj and d0(O − O′) ∼ 0. Hence τ([C],O)(a) ∼
τ([C],O′)(a). 
Next, we investigate the relation between the order of the torsion divisors τ(a)
and splitting numbers. Let φ : X → P2 be a cyclic cover of degree m branched
along B given by a surjection θ : π1(P2 \ B)։ Z/m, where Z/m is the cyclic group
of order m. Let Bθ be the following divisor on P2
Bθ :=
m−1∑
i=1
i Bi,
where Bi is the sum of irreducible components of B whose meridians are sent to
[i] ∈ Z/m by θ. Then we call φ : X → P2 the Z/m-cover of type Bθ. Note that the
degree of Bθ is divisible by m since φ is of degree m. Let C be an irreducible curve
which is not a component of B. The splitting number sφ(C) of C with respect to φ
is the number of irreducible components of φ∗C.
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Let [C] = (D; C1, . . . , Ck) be a maximal-flex arrangement, and put B :=
∑k
j=1 Cj.
For a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Θk, there exists a Z/na-cover φa : Xa → P2 of type
B
a
= B
a
[C] :=
k∑
j=1
na
(
aj
na
−
⌊
aj
na
⌋)
Cj
since degB
a
≡ ∑kj=1 ajdj ≡ 0 (mod na). Let θ[C],a : π1(P2 \ B) → Z/na be the
surjection corresponding to φa.
Proposition 1.3. Let [C], a ∈ Θk and na be as above. Then the following equation
holds:
sφa(D) =
na
ord(τ(a))
.
Proof. Let ℓ such that 0 < ℓ ≤ na. Then, the following equalities and linear
equivalences hold for ℓτ(a) as divisors on D:
ℓτ(a)=ℓ

 k∑
j=1
ajmj
na

 ∑
P∈Cj∩D
(D, Cj)P
mj
P − d0dj
mj
O




∼ℓ

 k∑
j=1
ajmj
na

 ∑
P∈Cj∩D
(D, Cj)P
mj
P − d0dj
mj
O



−ℓ k∑
j=1
⌊
aj
na
⌋ ∼0︷ ︸︸ ︷Cj |D− d0djO


=
k∑
j=1

 ∑
P∈Cj∩D
ℓ
(
aj
na
−
⌊
aj
na
⌋)
(D, Cj)PP

− k∑
j=1
ℓdj
(
aj
na
−
⌊
aj
na
⌋)
LO|D;
by the same argument of [2, Subsection 1.2], we deduce that ℓτ(a) ∼ 0 if and only
if there exists a plane curve C such that C|D = ℓna (Ba|D) as divisors on D. As
ord(τ(a)) is the minimal integer ℓ > 0 with ℓτ(a) ∼ 0, sφa(D) is naord(τ(a)) by [10,
Theorem 2.1]. 
We define a map Φ[C] : Θk → Z by
Φ[C](a) := sφa(D)
for a ∈ Θk.
Definition 1.4. A pair of maximal flex-arrangements [C1] and [C2] are combinato-
rially equivalent,
Ci = Di + Bi with Bi :=
k∑
j=1
Ci,j (i = 1, 2), Oi ∈ Di maximal flex,
if there exists an admissible equivalence map ϕ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) to
([C1], [C2]) (see [2, Definition 1.3 and 1.5]).
For such a pair we have n[C1],a = n[C2],a for any a ∈ Θk, and we can put
na := n[Ci],a, τi(a) := τ([Ci],Oi)(a).
Recall that a homeomorphism h : (P2, C1) → (P2, C2) induces an equivalence map
ϕh : Comb(C1)→ Comb(C2).
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Definition 1.5. Let [C1], [C2] be maximal-flex arrangements. We say that a home-
omorphism h : (P2, C1) → (P2, C2) is admissible to ([C1], [C2]) if the equivalence
map ϕh : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) is admissible to ([C1], [C2]). For an admissible
homeomorphism h : (P2, C1) → (P2, C2) to ([C1], [C2]), we call the permutation ρh
of k letters with h(C1,j) = C2,ρh(j) the admissible permutation induced by h.
Note that the symmetric group Sk of degree k acts on Θk by
ρ(a1, . . . , ak) =
(
aρ−1(1), . . . , aρ−1(k)
)
for (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Θk and ρ ∈ Sk.
Proposition 1.6. Let [C1], [C2] be two maximal-flex arrangements. If there exists
a homeomorphism h : (P2, C1)→ (P2, C2) admissible to ([C1], [C2]), then
Φ[C1](a) = Φ[C2](ρh(a))
holds for any a ∈ Θk, where ρh is the admissible permutation induced by h.
Proof. Let a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Θk. By [2, Remark 2.5] and the definition of θi,a :=
θ[C
i
],a : π1(P
2 \ Bi)→ Z/na, we obtain
θ2,a ◦ h∗(γ1,j) = θ2,a(γε2,ρh(j)) = εaρh(j) = εθ1,ρ−1h (a)(γ1,j)
for ε = ±1 and meridians γi,j of Ci,j . Thus θ2,a ◦ h∗ = εθ1,ρ−1
h
(a). Note that
εθ1,ρ−1
h
(a) gives the Z/na-cover either φ1,ρ−1
h
(a) or φ1,ρ−1
h
(−a). Hence we have
sφ
1,ρ
−1
h
(a)
(D1) = sφ2,a(D2) by [15, Proposition 1.3] and [2, Lemma 2.3]. There-
fore, we obtain Φ[C1](ρ
−1
h (a)) = Φ[C2](a) and Φ[C1](a) = Φ[C2](ρh(a)). 
We prove the following proposition by using Propositions 1.3 and 1.6.
Proposition 1.7. Suppose that there exists a homeomorphism h : (P2, C1) →
(P2, C2) admissible to ([C1], [C2]), and let ρh be the admissible permutation induced
by h. Then the following equation holds
ord
(
τ1(a)
)
= ord
(
τ2
(
ρh(a)
))
for any a ∈ Θk.
Proof. Suppose that there is a homeomorphism h : P2 → P2 such that h(D1) = D2
and h(C1,k) = C2,ρh(k). By Proposition 1.6, we have
sφ1,a(D1) = sφ2,ρh(a)(D2).
By Proposition 1.3, we obtain ord(τ1(a)) = ord(τ2(ρh(a))). 
Given a pair of combinatorially equivalent maximal-flex arrangements, we de-
note by Sad([C1], [C2]) the set of permutations which are admissible to the pair
([C1], [C2]):
Sad([C1], [C2]) := {ρ ∈ Sk | ρ is admissible to ([C1], [C2])} ,
where Sk is the symmetric group of degree k. Put Sad[Ci] := Sad([Ci], [Ci]).
Lemma 1.8. Let [Ci] (i = 1, 2, 3) be combinatorially equivalent maximal-flex ar-
rangements.
(i) If ρ ∈ Sad([C1], [C2]) and ρ′ ∈ Sad([C2], [C3]), then ρ′ρ ∈ Sad([C1], [C3]).
(ii) If ρ ∈ Sad([C1], [C2]), then ρ−1 ∈ Sad([C2], [C1]).
(iii) Sad[Ci] is a subgroup of Sk.
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Proof. Recall that an equivalence map ϕ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) is an auto-
morphism ϕ˜ : ΓC1 → ΓC2 such that ϕ˜(IrrC1) = IrrC2 , where ΓCi is the dual
graph of bl−1Ci (C) with blCi : Pˆ2i → P2 the minimal embedded resolution of Ci
(see [2, Definition 1.1] for details). Thus there are canonically the composition
ϕϕ′ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C3) and the inverse ϕ−1 : Comb(C2) → Comb(C1) for
equivalence maps ϕ : Comb(C1)→ Comb(C2) and ϕ′ : Comb(C2)→ Comb(C3).
Since ρ ∈ Sad([C1], [C2]) and ρ′ ∈ Sad([C2], [C3]), there exist two equivalence
map ϕ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) and ϕ′ : Comb(C2) → Comb(C3) such that
ϕIrr(IrrC1,j ) = IrrC2,ρ(j) and ϕ
′
Irr(IrrC2,j ) = IrrC3,ρ′(j) . Then the composition ϕ
′ϕ :
Comb(C1)→ Comb(C3) satisfies
(ϕ′ϕ)Irr(IrrC1,j ) = ϕ
′
Irr(IrrC2,ρ(j) ) = IrrC3,ρ′ρ(j) .
Hence ρ′ρ ∈ Sad([C1], [C3]), and (i) holds. The inverse ϕ−1 : Comb(C2)→ Comb(C1)
satisfies
ϕ−1IrrϕIrr = IdIrrC1 and ϕIrrϕ
−1
Irr = IdIrrC2 .
This implies that ρ−1 ∈ Sad([C2], [C1]) for ρ ∈ Sad([C1], [C2]), and (ii) holds. More-
over (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). 
From Proposition 1.7, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1.9. Let [C1], [C2] be combinatorially equivalent maximal-flex arrange-
ments such that any equivalence map ϕ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) is admissible to
([C1], [C2]).
(i) If there exists aρ ∈ Θk for each ρ ∈ Sad([C1], [C2]) such that
ord
(
τ1(aρ)
) 6= ord(τ2(ρ(aρ))),
then (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair.
(ii) (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair if, for some a0 ∈ Θk and ρ0 ∈ Sad([C1], [C2]),
{ord (τ1 (ρ1(a0))) | ρ1 ∈ Sad[C1]} 6= {ord (τ2 (ρ2ρ0(a0))) | ρ2 ∈ Sad[C2]}
with multiplicity, in other words,∏
ρ1∈Sad[C1]
(
x− ord
(
τ1
(
ρ1(a0)
))) 6= ∏
ρ2∈Sad[C2]
(
x− ord
(
τ2
(
ρ2ρ0(a0)
)))
as polynomials in x.
Proof. (i) is clear from Proposition 1.7. We prove (ii). Suppose that there exists a
homeomorphism h : (P2, C1) → (P2, C2). By the assumption, the equivalence map
ϕh : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) induced by h is admissible to ([C1], [C2]). Thus we
have the permutation ρh induced by h admissible to ([C1], [C2]). By Proposition 1.7,
we have ord(τ1(ρ1(a0))) = ord(τ2(ρhρ1(a0))) for any ρ1 ∈ Sad[C1]. We obtain
ρ2ρ0 = ρhρ1 for ρ2 := ρhρ1ρ
−1
0 ∈ Sad[C2] by Lemma 1.8. Therefore we obtain{
ord
(
τ1
(
ρ1(a0)
)) ∣∣∣ ρ1 ∈ Sad[C1]} = {ord(τ2(ρ2ρ0(a0))) ∣∣∣ ρ2 ∈ Sad[C2]}
with multiplicity. 
The following lemma implies that it is enough to consider a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Θk
with 0 ≤ aj < lcm(m1, . . . ,mk) for any j = 1, . . . , k when we apply Corollary 1.9.
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Lemma 1.10. Let [C1], [C2] be combinatorially equivalent maximal-flex arrange-
ments such that any equivalence map ϕ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) is admissible to
([C1], [C2]).
(i) For a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Θk, na is a divisor of the least common multiple
ℓ := lcm(m1, . . . ,mk).
(ii) For a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Θk, put
b′j := aj − na
⌊
aj
na
⌋
, κa := gcd(b
′
1, . . . , b
′
k), bj :=
b′j
κa
and b := (b1, . . . , bk) ∈ Θk. Then nb is divisible by na, and
τi(a) =
κanb
na
τi(b) (i = 1, 2)
as elements of Pic0(Di).
(iii) If sφ1,ρ(a)(D1) 6= sφ2,a(D2) for a permutation ρ admissible to ([C1], [C2]),
then sφ1,ρ(b)(D1) 6= sφ2,b(D2).
Proof. After relabeling C2,1, . . . , C2,k, we may assume that there exists an equiv-
alence map ϕ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) admissible to ([C1], [C2]) such that the
permutation ρϕ induced by ϕ is the identity. Then we have
dj := deg C1,j = deg C2,j ,
mj := gcd{(D1, C1,j)P | P ∈ D1 ∩ C1,j} = gcd{(D2, C2,j)P | P ∈ D2 ∩ C2,j}.
(i) For αj , βj ∈ Z with αjna = ajmj and l = βjmj , we have aj l = αjβjna
for any j = 1, . . . , k. Since gcd(a1, . . . , ak) = 1, l is divisible by na.
(ii) Since gcd(κa, na) is a divisor of gcd(a1, . . . , ak) = 1 by definition of b
′
j and
κa, we have gcd(κa, na) = 1. Hence
bjmj =
1
κa
(
ajmj − na
⌊
aj
na
⌋
mj
)
and
k∑
j=1
bjdj =
1
κa

 k∑
j=1
ajdj − na
k∑
j=1
⌊
aj
na
⌋
dj


are divisible by na. Thus nb is also divisible by na. By definition of τi(a)
and τi(b), we obtain
τi(a) =
k∑
j=1
ajmj
na
ti,j =
k∑
j=1
(
κanb
na
· bjmj
nb
+
⌊
aj
na
⌋
mj
)
ti,j
=
κanb
na
τi(b)
since mjti,j = 0 as elements of Pic
0(Di), where ti,j := tj([Ci], Oi).
(iii) The assertion is clear from (ii) and Proposition 1.3. 
2. Torsion divisors of cubics and Zariski pairs
In this section, we interpret [2, Theorem 2, Corollary 3] and Corollary 1.9 in
terms of elliptic curves. Let E ⊂ P2 be a smooth cubic. For any inflectional point
O ∈ E, a group law of E with O as the zero element is determined naturally,
denote the group by either EO or (E,O), which is isomorphic to the jacobian of
E. Moreover, the sum of 3m points in EO vanishes if and only if there is a curve
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of degree m passing through these points. In this section, the symbol + is the sum
of divisors and +˙O is the sum of the group law structure of EO; for n ∈ Z, nP
denotes a divisor and 〈n〉OP the multiple in EO. We omit the subscript O of +˙O
and 〈n〉OP if there is no ambiguity.
We are going to deal with maximal-flex arrangements of type (3; d1, . . . , dk)
C := E +
k∑
j=1
Cj with [C] := (E; C1, . . . , Ck),
where Cj are plane curves of degree dj . The notation τ[C] has distinct meanings in
[2] and in this paper. For distinguishing τ[C], we here denote τ[C] in [2] by τ
L
[C], and
τ[C] in this paper by τ
O
[C]. Namely,
τL[C](a1, . . . , ak) :=
k∑
j=1
aj
(
mj
n[C]
dj [C]− dj
n[C]
L|E
)
,
τO[C](a1, . . . , ak) :=
k∑
j=1
ajmj
n(a1,...,ak)
(
dj [C]− 3dj
mj
O
)
,
where n[C] := gcd
({(E, Cj)P | P ∈ Cj ∩ E, 1 ≤ j ≤ k} ∪ {d1, . . . , dk}), mj :=
gcd{(E, Cj)P | P ∈ E ∩ Cj} and L ⊂ P2 is a line.
2.1. Interpretation of [2, Theorem 2, Corollary 3].
Fix a maximal-flex arrangement [C] := (E; C1, . . . , Ck) with E smooth cubic and
an inflectional point O ∈ E. Put n := n[C]. Let P[C],j ∈ E be the point defined by
PL[C],j :=
∑˙
P∈E∩Cj
〈
(E, Cj)P
n
〉
P,
where
∑˙
means a summation as elements of EO. Let G˙
L
[C] be the subgroup of EO
generated by PL[C],1, . . . , P
L
[C],k, and let τ˙
L
[C] : Z
⊕k → G˙L[C] be the map defined by
τ˙L[C](a1, . . . , ak) := 〈a1〉PL[C],1+˙ . . . +˙ 〈ak〉PL[C],k.
We obtain the following theorem from [2, Theorem 2] by using the isomorphism
E → Pic0(E) defined by P 7→ P −O for P ∈ E.
Theorem 2.1. Let [Ci] := (Ei; Ci,1, . . . , Ci,k) (i = 1, 2) be two maximal-flex ar-
rangements, Ei cubics, and fix inflectional points Oi ∈ Ei as the zero elements of
Ei. Assume that C1 and C2 have the same combinatorics, and that any equiv-
alence map ϕ : Comb(C1) → Comb(C2) is admissible to ([C1], [C2]). Then if
ker τ˙L[C1]
6= ker τ˙L[C2] ◦ ρ for any ρ ∈ Sad([C1], [C2]), then (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair.
Proof. Let tLij ∈ Pic0(Ei) (j = 1, . . . , k) be the divisor class represented by the
following divisors on Ei: ∑
P∈Ei∩Cij
(Ei, Cij)P
n
P − dj
n
L|Ei .
Then we have tLij ∈ Pic0(Ei)[n]. Let GL[Ci] be the subgroup of Pic0(Ei) generated
by tLi1, . . . , t
L
ik. Let τ
L
[Ci]
: Z⊕k → GL[Ci] be the map defined by
τL[Ci](a1, . . . , ak) := a1t
L
i1 + · · ·+ aktLik,
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which corresponds to the map τ[C] defined in [2]. For a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Z⊕k,
τL[Ci](a) = 0 if and only if
k∑
j=1
∑
P∈E∩Cj
aj
(E, Cj)P
n
(P −Oi) ∼ 0
since L|E ∼ 3Oi and 3dj =
∑
P∈E∩Cj
(E, Cj)P . The latter condition is equivalent
to τ˙L[Ci]
(a) = 0. Hence the statements follow from [2, Theorem 2]. 
Corollary 2.2. Assume the same hypotheses as Theorem 2.1, and put PLi,j :=
PL[Ci],j
∈ Ei[n] for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, . . . , k. Then the following statements hold:
(i) If G˙L[C1]
and G˙L[C2]
are not isomorphic, then (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair.
(ii) If k = 1 and ord(PL1,1) 6= ord(PL2,1), then (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair.
(iii) If (ord(PL1,1), . . . , ord(P
L
1,k)) 6= (ord(PL2,ρ(1)), . . . , ord(PL2,ρ(k))) for any per-
mutation ρ ∈ Sad([C1], [C2]), then (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair.
Remark 2.3. Since τL[C] does not depend on the choice of the zero element O ∈ E,
Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 does not depend on the choice of O by the proof.
2.2. Interpretation of Corollary 1.9.
Let mj := gcd{(E, Cj)P | P ∈ E ∩ Cj}; we denote PO[C],j ∈ E and τ˙O[C] : Θk → E
as:
PO[C],j :=
∑˙
P∈E∩Cj
〈
(E, Cj)P
mj
〉
P, τ˙O[C](a) :=
〈
a1m1
na
〉
PO[C],1+˙ . . . +˙
〈
akmk
na
〉
PO[C],k,
for a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Θk. Since ordPic0(E)(τO[C](a)) = ord(E,O)(τ˙O[C](a)) for any
a ∈ Θ, ord(E,O)(τ˙O[C](a)) does not depend on the choice of O by Lemma 1.2, and
the following corollary follows from Corollary 1.9.
Corollary 2.4. Let [Ci] := (Ei, Ci,1, . . . , Ci,k) (i = 1, 2) be two maximal-flex ar-
rangements of type (3; d1, . . . , dk) such that C1 and C2 have the same combinatorics.
Put τ˙i := τ˙
O
[C
i
] : Θk → Ei. Assume that any equivalence map ϕ : Comb(C1) →
Comb(C2) is admissible to ([C1], [C2]).
(i) If there exists aρ ∈ Θk for each ρ ∈ Sad([C1], [C2]) such that
ord(E1,O1)
(
τ˙1(aρ)
) 6= ord(E2,O2) (τ˙2(ρ(aρ))),
then (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair.
(ii) (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair if, for some a0 ∈ Θk and ρ0 ∈ Sad([C1], [C2]),
{ord (τ˙1 (ρ1(a0))) | ρ1 ∈ Sad[C1]} 6= {ord (τ˙2 (ρ2ρ0(a0))) | ρ2 ∈ Sad[C1]}
with multiplicity.
3. Examples
3.1. Cubics and triangles.
Let us fix a smooth cubic curve E and a flex O ∈ E. Recall that EO[n] is
isomorphic to Z/n⊕Z/n. In this section, we consider three tangent lines L1, L2, L3
derived from points of order 9 and use them to represent three-torsion classes.
Recall that points of order 9 do not depend on O since they correspond to non-
inflectional points P such that there exists another cubic C such that (E,C)P = 9.
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Lemma 3.1. Let P ∈ E be a non-inflectional point. Let L1 be the tangent line
of E at P (simple tangent by hypothesis). Let P ′ be the residual intersection point
of E and L1. Let L2 be the tangent line of E at P
′ and let P ′′ be the residual
intersection point of E and L2 (we may assume P
′ = P ′′ if P ′ is a flex). Let L3
be the tangent line of E at P ′′ and let P ′′′ be the residual intersection point of E
and L3.
Then, P = P ′′′ if and only if P is a a point of order 9 in EO for any flex point
O ∈ E. In particular, P ′ and P ′′ are also points of order 9.
Proof. For the law group structure of EO, P
′ = 〈−2〉P , P ′′ = 〈−2〉P ′ and P ′′′ =
〈−2〉P ′′. Then P = P ′′′ if and only if P = 〈−8〉P , i.e. P is of order 9 (as it is not
a flex). 
Definition 3.2. A triangle L of E is the union of three tangent lines L1, L2, L3 as
in the construction of Lemma 3.1 starting with a point P of order 9. The points
P, P ′, P ′′ are the vertices of the triangle. We say that the triangle is derived from P
(or P ′ or P ′′).
Remark 3.3. Fix a flex point O ∈ E as the zero element. Given a triangle L with
vertices P, P ′, P ′′, then
P +˙P ′+˙P ′′ = P +˙ 〈−2〉P +˙ 〈4〉P = 〈3〉P = 〈3〉P ′ = 〈3〉P ′′.
We call POL := 〈3〉P the associated three-torsion class of the triangle L (we denote
POL by PL if there is no ambiguity); reversing the language we will also say that it
is a triangle associated to PL. Since there are 72 points of order 9 on an elliptic
curve, we have 24 distinct triangles. Furthermore, there are 3 triangles associated
to each point of order 3 (any flex point but the zero one).
We are going to explain how these triangles are present in our main results. Let
T1, T2 be fixed generators of EO[3]. Let L1,L′1 be distinct triangles associated to
T1, L2 be a triangle associated to 〈2〉T1 and L3 be a triangle associated to T2:
PL1 = PL′1 = T1, PL2 = 〈2〉T1, PL3 = T2.
Then we have the following theorems:
Theorem 3.4. Let
C1 = E + L1 + L′1, C2 = E + L1 + L2, C3 = E + L1 + L3.
Then (C1, C2, C3) is a Zariski-triple.
Proof. Put [C1] := (E;L1,L′1), [C2] := (E;L1,L2) and [C3] := (E;L1,L3). Two
lines L1, L2 of a triangle L of E intersect on E. On the other hand, a line L
of a triangle L and a line L′ of another triangle L′ intersect outside E. This
implies that any three lines in L + L′ are not concurrent. Thus C1, C2 and C3
have the same combinatorics. Moreover, we can infer that any equivalence map
ϕ : Comb([Ci])→ Comb([Cj ]) is admissible to ([Ci], [Cj]) for any i, j = 1, 2, 3.
Since L1 and L′1 are triangles associated to T1, and L2 and L3 are triangles
associated to 〈2〉T1 and T2, respectively, G˙[C1] and G˙[C2] are cyclic, and G˙[C3] is
not cyclic. Note that n[Ci] = 3 since (E,L)P = 3 and degL = 3 for any triangle L of
E and P ∈ E∩L. By Corollary 2.2 (i), (Ci, C3) is a Zariski pair for each i = 1, 2. It
is easy to see that τ˙L[C1](1, 1) = 〈2〉T1 and τ˙L[C2](1, 1) = O. By Theorem 2.1, (C1, C2)
is a Zariski pair. Therefore (C1, C2, C3) is a Zariski triple. 
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Theorem 3.5. Let LT1 , L〈2〉T1 , LT2 be the inflectional tangent lines of E at T1,
〈2〉T1 and T2 respectively. Let
C4 = E + LT1 + L〈2〉T1 + L1, C5 = E + LT1 + LT2 + L1.
Then (C4, C5) is a Zariski pair if C4 and C5 have the same combinatorics,
Proof. Put [C4] := (E;LT1 , L〈2〉T1 ,L1) and [C5] := (E;LT1 , LT2 ,L1). Note that
Sad([Ci], [Cj]) ⊂ 〈(1 2)〉 since degL1 = 3 > 1, and m1 = m2 = m3 = 3. Since
n(1,2,1) = n(2,1,1) = 3, we obtain
ord
(
τ˙O[C4](1, 2, 1)
)
= ord(T1+˙ 〈4〉T1+˙T1) = 1,
ord
(
τ˙O[C4](2, 1, 1)
)
= ord(〈2〉T1+˙ 〈2〉T1+˙T1) = 3.
Similarly, we obtain
ord
(
τ˙O[C5](1, 2, 1)
)
= ord(T1+˙ 〈2〉T2+˙T1) = 3,
ord
(
τ˙O[C5](2, 1, 1)
)
= ord(〈2〉T1+˙T2+˙T1) = 3.
Hence (C4, C5) is a Zariski pair by Corollary 2.4 (ii). 
Remark 3.6. Here we remark what is mentioned in Introduction.
(i) We show that Theorem 3.5 corresponds to Theorem 1 (2). Let P ∈ EO
be a 9-torsion point with 〈3〉P = T1. Note that the vertices of L1 are
P +˙ 〈i〉T2, 〈7〉P +˙ 〈i〉T2 and 〈4〉P +˙ 〈i〉T2 for some i = 0, 1, 2. For C4, the
points O, T1, 〈2〉T1 are collinear since T1+˙ 〈2〉T1 = O in EO, and POL1 =
T1 ∈ {T1, 〈2〉T1}. For C5, we consider the elliptic curve EO′ , where O′ :=
〈−1〉(T1+˙T2) in EO, which is the flex point aligned with T1, T2. Recall that
the group law of EO′ is given by Q+˙O′Q
′ = (Q−˙O′)+˙(Q′−˙O′)+˙O′ as ele-
ments of EO. Hence we obtain P
O′
L1
= T1+˙O
′ = 〈2〉T2 6∈ {T1, T2}. Therefore
Theorem 3.5 corresponds to Theorem 1 (2).
(ii) Since n[Ci] = 1 for i = 4, 5, we have τ˙
L
[Ci](a) = 0 for any a ∈ Z⊕3. Hence
Theorem 3.5 cannot be proved by Theorem 2.1 or Corollary 2.2.
The existence of curves C4 and C5 having the same combinatorics is shown in
the following proposition.
Proposition 3.7. For a general choice of E, it is possible to choose generators T1
and T2 of EO[3] and a triangle L1 associated to T1 so that any three of the lines in
LT1 , L〈2〉T1 , LT2 and L1 are not concurrent.
Proof. Since the condition that lines are concurrent is a closed condition, it is
enough to find one example where the statement holds. The same arguments as
in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.4, we have that an inflectional tangent
and two lines of a triangle are not concurrent, so we only need to check the case of
two inflectional tangents and one line from a triangle.
Let E be the Fermat cubic given by x3 + y3 + z3 = 0. Then, the inflectional
tangents are given by x+ωjy = 0, y+ωjz = 0, z+ωjx = 0 (j = 0, 1, 2), where ω is
a primitive third root of unity. Let O = [1 : −1 : 0] and LO : x+y = 0 and consider
the group action on E with O being the neutral element. Let T1 = [1 : −ω : 0]
and LT1 : x + ω
2y = 0. Since [1 : −1 : 0], [1 : −ω : 0], [1 : −ω2 : 0] are
collinear, one has 〈2〉T1 = [1,−ω2, 0] and L〈2〉T1 : x + ωy = 0. The intersection
point LT1 ∩L〈2〉T1 = [0 : 0 : 1] cannot lie on any triangle L as the set of lines passing
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through [0 : 0 : 1] and tangent to E is {LO, LT1 , L〈2〉T1}. Hence the two inflectional
tangents LT1 , L〈2〉T1 and any line from any triangle L are not concurrent.
Next, choose a triangle L1 associated to T1. Then the number of intersection
points of LT1 and L1 is three. On the other hand, the six inflectional tangents,
y + ωiz = 0, z + ωix = 0, (j = 0, 1, 2) intersect LT1 at six distinct points. Hence
it is possible to choose L′ from the six lines so that any three lines of LT1 , L
′ and
L1 are not concurrent. Then by setting T2 to be the tangent point of E and L′, we
have T1 and T2 satisfying the desired conditions. 
We are going to use the results in §5 to see that the tuples of Theorems 3.4
and 3.5 are maximal (i.e. no 4-tuples in the first case, no triples in the second). Let
Σ1 (resp. Σ2) be the realization space of curves with the combinatorics of the curves
in Theorem 3.4 (resp. in Theorem 3.5 such that no three of lines are concurrent).
The proof of following propositions will be done in §5.
Proposition 3.8. The space Σ1 has three connected components.
Proposition 3.9. The space Σ2 has two connected components.
3.2. Cubics and higher degree curves.
Next we consider a family of examples with irreducible components of higher
degree. Let (E,O) be as before and let P,Q ∈ E be distinct points. Suppose that
there exist curves C1, C2 of degree d such that
(♣)


E ∩ C1 ∩ C2 = {P,Q} (P 6= Q),
(E,C1)P = (E,C2)Q = 3d− 1,
(E,C2)P = (E,C1)Q = 1.
Then, we have d ≥ 2 and
〈3d− 1〉P +˙Q = P +˙ 〈3d− 1〉Q = O
by the definition of the group law. This implies the equalities
〈3d(3d− 2)〉P = 〈3d(3d− 2)〉Q = O
and particularly that the order of P,Q are divisors of 3d(3d − 2). Furthermore,
since P 6= Q = 〈−(3d− 1)〉P which implies 〈3d〉P 6= O, the order of P cannot be a
divisor of 3d.
Conversely, if P is a point whose order r such that r divides 3d(3d−2) and r does
not divide 3d, there exist curves C1, C2 of degree d satisfying (♣). Furthermore, in
this situation we have
ord(E,O)(P +˙Q) = ord(E,O)(〈2− 3d〉P ) = r
gcd(3d− 2, r) .
In particular, ord(E,O)(P +˙Q) is a divisor of 3d as expected from the geometry of
the curves. In the case of d = 2 where C1, C2 are conics, the possible orders of P
are 4, 8, 12 or 24 which give ord(E,O)(P +˙Q) = 1, 2, 3 or 6, respectively. This fact
shows that Theorem 2 (1) and (2) in Introduction correspond to Theorems 3.10
and 3.12, respectively. In the case of d = 3, the possible orders of P are 7, 21 or 63
which give ord(E,O)(P +˙Q) = 1, 3 or 9, respectively.
Theorem 3.10. Let Ci := Ei+Ci1 +Ci2 for i = 1, 2, where Ei are smooth cubics,
and Ci1, Ci2 are curves of degree d satisfying (♣i) which is (♣) where E,Cj , P and
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Q are replaced with Ei, Cij , Pi and Qi, respectively. Assume that Cij are smooth,
and that C1 and C2 have the same combinatorics. Then (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair if
ord(E1,O1)
(
〈3〉(P1+˙Q1)) 6= ord(E2,O2) ( 〈3〉(P2+˙Q2)),
where Oi is an inflectional point of Ei for each i = 1, 2.
Proof. Put [Ci] := (Ei;Ci1+Ci2). Let ϕ : Comb(C1)→ Comb(C2) be an equivalence
map. Note that Ci1 and Ci2 intersect transversally at Pi and Qi since d > 1 and
Cij are smooth. Thus ϕIrr(C11) and ϕIrr(C12) intersect transversally at P2 and Q2.
Since (E2, C21)P2 = (E2, C22)Q2 > 1, we have {ϕIrr(C11), ϕIrr(C12)} = {C21, C22}.
Hence the equivalence map ϕ is admissible to ([C1], [C2]). Moreover, we obtain
Sad([C1], [C2]) = {Id}.
We have d1 = 2d and m1 = 3d. Since Θ1 = {(1)}, and n(1) = d,
ord
(
τ˙O[Ci](1)
)
= ord(Ei,Oi)
(
〈3〉(Pi+˙Qi)
)
.
Hence (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair by Corollary 2.4. 
Remark 3.11. For Ci in Theorem 3.10, if we put [Ci]′ := (Ei;Ci1, Ci2), then m1 =
m2 = 1, na = 1 for any a ∈ Θ2 by the definition of Θ2; hence we can not distinguish
topology by Corollary 2.4 using [Ci]′.
Next consider curves C+i , where an inflectional tangent is added to Ci in Theo-
rem 3.10:
C+i := Ei + Li + Ci1 + Ci2 (i = 1, 2).
Here Ei, Cij are as in Theorem 3.10, and Li is an inflectional tangent of Ei at Oi.
By the following theorem, we can find more candidates of the form C+i for Zariski
tuples than the form Ci.
Theorem 3.12. Let C+i (i = 1, 2) be two plane curves as above. Assume that Cij
are smooth, and that C+1 and C+2 have the same combinatorics. Then (C+1 , C+2 ) is a
Zariski pair if ord(E1,O1)(P1+˙Q1) 6= ord(E2,O2)(P2+˙Q2).
Proof. Put [C+i ] := (Ei;Li, Ci1+Ci2). Since degCij , degEi > degLi, we can prove
by the same argument of the proof of Theorem 3.10 that any equivalence map
ϕ : Comb([C+1 ], [C+2 ]) is admissible to ([C+1 ], [C+2 ]), and Sad([C+1 ], [C+2 ]) = {Id}. We
have d1 = 1, d2 = 2d,m1 = 3 and m2 = 3d. Since n(d,1) = 3d, we obtain
ord(Ei,Oi)
(
τ˙O
[C+
i
]
(d, 1)
)
= ord(Ei,Oi)
(〈d〉Oi+˙Pi+˙Qi) = ord(Ei,Oi) (Pi+˙Qi) .
Therefore, (C+1 , C+2 ) is a Zariski pair by Corollary 2.4. 
Remark 3.13. By the same reason in Remark 3.6 (ii), Theorem 3.12 cannot be
proved by Theorem 2.1.
By Theorem 3.10 and 3.12, we obtain many candidates of Zariski tuples. How-
ever, in order to truly obtain Zariski tuples, we need to check if the curves all have
the same combinatorics. For d = 2, we have made explicit computations to obtain
the following:
Proposition 3.14. For d = 2 and each r = 4, 8, 12 and 24, there exists an elliptic
curve E, a point P ∈ E of order r, smooth conics C1, C2 satisfying (♣) such that
any two of LO, C1, C2 intersect transversely and LO ∩C1 ∩ C2 = ∅.
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Remark 3.15. One of the cubics of the above proposition is the cubic [12, 90c3],
with equation y2z + yz2 + xyz = x3 − x2z − 122xz2 +1721z3. Its torsion over Q is
isomorphic to Z/12, and we can directly find points of 4 and 12-torsion to deal with.
Passing to extensions of order 4, we find points of 8 and 24-torsion. The details of
the computation have been checked using Sagemath [16]; details can be found in the
folder ExistenceOfCurvesof https://github.com/enriqueartal /TorsionDivisorsCubicZariskiPairs
and it can be checked following the suitable Binder link [8].
Corollary 3.16. For d = 2, the followings hold.
(i) There exists a Zariski pair (C1, C2), where Ci are curves as in Theorem 3.10.
(ii) There exists a Zariski 4-tuple (C+1 , . . . , C+4 ), where C+i are curves as in
Theorem 3.12.
Proof. By Proposition 3.14, there exist smooth cubics Ei, smooth conics Cij , inflec-
tional tangents Li of Ei for i = 1, . . . , 4 and j = 1, 2 such that Ci1, Ci2 satisfy (♣i),
any two of Li, Ci1, Ci2 intersect transversely, Li ∩ Ci1 ∩ Ci2 = ∅, and the order of
P1, P2, P3 and P4 are 4, 8, 12 and 24, respectively. Then Ci := Ei+Ci1 +Ci2 have
the same combinatorics, and C+i := Ci+Li have the same combinatorics. Moreover,
we have
ord(P1+˙Q1) = 1, ord(P2+˙Q2) = 2, ord(P3+˙Q3) = 3, ord(P4+˙Q4) = 6.
Hence (C1, C2) is a Zariski pair by Theorem 3.10, and (C+1 , . . . , C+4 ) is a Zariski
4-tuple by Theorem 3.12. 
Remark 3.17. We note that the examples given above can be considered as a degen-
erated version of curves studied by I. Shimada in [14] and the third named author
in [15]. In their case B was a smooth curve of degree d, where as in our case B
is a reducible curve of degree 2d + 1. The above example allows us to produce
Zariski tuples of the same cardinality however consisting of curves with smaller
degree compared to Shimada’s curves.
4. Fundamental groups
Using the library sirocco [13] of Sagemath [16] we have computed some fun-
damental groups. We will use particular curves for the computations. Details and
links to the computations are given in the Appendix A.
Remark 4.1. We fix as the triangle L1 the one formed by the tangent lines to the
points P1, 〈−2〉P1, 〈4〉P1, for which 〈3〉P1 = P . With the notations in page 12,
the triangle L′1 is formed by the tangent lines to P9,1, 〈−2〉P9,1, 〈4〉P9,1, also as-
sociated with P . The triangle L2, associated to 〈2〉P , is formed by the tan-
gent lines to 〈2〉P1, 〈−4〉P1, 〈8〉P1. Finally L3 is formed by the tangent lines to
P9,2, 〈−2〉P9,2, 〈4〉P9,2, for which 〈3〉P9,2 6= 〈±1〉P .
The code for the proof of next proposition is in Remark A.1.
Proposition 4.2. Let C3 be the curve which is the union of E and the triangles
L1 and L3. Then π1(P2 \ C3) is abelian and hence isomorphic to Z6.
For the other curves we are going to consider the orbifold groups, see [3] for
definitions and properties. We may use a naïve definition as follows. Let X be a
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projective smooth surface and let D =
∑r
j=1 niDi a divisor, ni > 1. This divisor
defines an orbifold structure and its orbifold fundamental group is defined as
πorb1 (X,D) =
π1(X \ (D1 ∪ · · · ∪Dr))
〈µniDi = 1, i = 1, . . . , r〉
,
where µDi is a meridian of Di. We are going to study the orbifold fundamental
groups defined by the divisor defined by 3(L1 +L′1 +3E) and 3(L1 +L2 +3E). To
simplify the notations, let us denote by w a meridian of E. For a specific choice,
meridians of L1 will be denoted by x1, x2, x3; meridians of L′1 by y1, y2, y3 and
meridians of L2 by z1, z2, z3. Let us define
G1 :=
π1(P
2 \ C1)
〈x31, x32, x33, y31, y32 , y33 , w9〉
, G2 :=
π1(P
2 \ C2)
〈x31, x32, x33, z31 , z32 , z33 , w9〉
.
Using Sagemath we obtain the following result.
Proposition 4.3. The groups G1 and G2 are non-abelian of order 3
8. The abelian-
ization sequences are of the form
0→ Z/3→ Gi → (Z/3)5 × Z/9→ 0
which are central extensions. The derived subgroup is generated by t := [w, x1]. For
G1, the following holds:
(G11) t = [w, xj ] = [w, yj ]
−1
(G12) t = [x1, x2] = [x2, x3] = [x3, x1]
(G13) t = [y1, y2] = [y2, y3] = [y3, y1]
(G14) [xi, yj ] = 1
For G2, the following holds:
(G21) t = [w, xj ] = [w, zj ]
(G22) t = [x1, x2] = [x2, x3] = [x3, x1]
(G23) t = [z1, z2] = [z2, z3] = [z3, z1]
(G24) [xi, zj ] = 1
We can reprove Theorem 3.4.
Second proof. Let us prove that no homeomorphism Φ : P2 → P2 can satisfy that
Φ(Ci) = Cj , for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3.
It is clear if j = 3, since π1(P
2 \ C3) is abelian and π1(P2 \ Ci), i = 1, 2, is not.
For the case i = 1 and j = 2 it follows from Proposition 4.3. Since cubic and
lines must be preserved, the homeomorphism must send meridians to meridians (or
anti-meridians).
In particular it would induce an isomorphism Φ∗ : G1 → G2. Since G′i is central,
the following property holds for both groups. Let a1, a2, b1, b2 ∈ Gi such that a1 is
conjugate to a2 and b1 is conjugate to b2. Then [a1, b1] = [a2, b2]. Then Φ∗ sends w
to a conjugate of w and {x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, y3} to conjugates of {x1, x2, x3, z1, z2, z3}
(in some order), and this is not possible. 
Remark 4.4. We have computed also the fundamental group for the Zariski pair of
Theorem 3.5; the fundamental group is abelian for C5 and not abelian for C4. This
invariant does not distinguish the tuples of Corollary 3.16, since all the fundamental
groups are abelian.
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5. Modular group and connectivity
Let us denote by Σ3 the space of smooth cubics in P
2. It is well-known that
it is a Zariski-open set of a projective space of dimension 9. We refer to [11] for
general theory of elliptic curves. The quotient space Σ3/PGL(3;C) =: M3 is a
1-dimensional orbifold. There are several pencils (lines in that projective space)
which are coverings of this orbifold, e.g.
M13 := {{y2z = x(x− z)(x− tz)} | t ∈ C \ {0, 1}}
or
M23 := {{x3 + y3 + z3 = 3txyz} | t3 6= 1}.
Let us denote by
Σ03 := {(E,O) ∈ Σ3 × P2 | O is a flex of E}.
The first projection defines a 9 : 1 covering onto Σ3. Let Σ
0
3/PGL(3;C) =: M03;
since M13 surjects onto M03 (using O = [0 : 1 : 0]), it is a connected covering.
Let H := {z ∈ C | ℑz > 0}; any elliptic curve is isomorphic to C/Λz for some
z ∈ H, where Λz := Z〈1, z〉. Moreover
C/Λz ∼= C/Λw, z, w ∈ H⇐⇒ ∃A =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL(2;Z) such that w = az + b
cz + d
.
Let (E,O) ∈ Σ03. Fix an isomorphism χ : E → C/Λz such that χ(O) = 0
mod Λz. Note that χ is group homomorphism. The next lemma shows that taking
the opposite can be obtained by means of a projective automorphism.
Lemma 5.1. Let (E,O) ∈ Σ03. There exists Ψ ∈ PGL(3;C) such that Ψ(E) = E
and Ψ(P ) = 〈−1〉P , ∀P ∈ E (where O is the neutral element of +˙).
Proof. We know there is Ψ1 ∈ PGL(3;C) such that the cubic Ψ1(E) has as equation
{y2z = x(x − z)(x − tz)} for some t ∈ C \ {0, 1}, and Ψ1(O) = [0 : 1 : 0]. Let
Φ0 ∈ PGL(3;C) defined as Ψ0([x : y : z]) = [x : −y : z]. Then, Ψ := Ψ−11 ◦Ψ0 ◦ Ψ1
satisfies the desired property. 
We denote by EO the group of E where O is the neutral element; the subindex
will be dropped if no ambiguity is expected. Fix n ∈ Z>1. Given (E,O) ∈ Σ03. Let
us denote by
Σ0,n3 := {(E,P,Q1, Q2) ∈ Σ03 × (P2)2 | (E,P ) ∈ Σ03, (Q1, Q2) basis of the EP [n]}.
Remark 5.2. Let Σ¯0,n3 ⊂ Σ3 × (P2)n
2
be the following subset;
Σ¯0,n3 :=


(
E, (Pa)a∈(Z/n)2
) ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(E,O) ∈ Σ03
(
O := P(0,0)
)
,
EO[n] = {Pa}a∈(Z/n)2 ,
Pa+˙Pb = Pa+b
(
a, b ∈ (Z/n)2)

 .
The projection Σ¯0,n3 → Σ0,n3 given by(
E, (Pa)a∈(Z/n)2
)
7→ (E,P(0,0), P(1,0), P(0,1))
is a homeomorphism.
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Definition 5.3. Let G be a group isomorphic to (Z/nZ)2. Two ordered bases of
G are equally oriented if the change of basis matrix in GL(2;Z/nZ) has determi-
nant 1 mod n. An orientation is an equivalence class under the equivalence relation
of equally orientation.
Lemma 5.4. Let (E,P,Q1, Q2) ∈ Σ0,n3 . Then, for an isomorphism χ : E → C/Λ
(χ(P ) = 0 mod Λ) with a lattice Λ ⊂ C, there exist a basis (α1, α2) of Λ, z1, z2 ∈ C
and an integer b with gcd(b, n) = 1 such that
χ(Qj) = zj mod Λ (j = 1, 2),
nz1 = α1, nz2 = bα2 and ℑα2
α1
> 0,
Moreover, b mod n is uniquely determined by (E,P,Q1, Q2) ∈ Σ0,n3 .
Proof. Let z′1, z
′
2 ∈ C such that χ(Qj) = z′j mod Λ. Let (α′1, α′2) be a basis of Λ
such that ℑα′2α′1 > 0. Since (Q1, Q2) is a basis of EP [n], we have nz
′
1 = a1α
′
1 + a2α
′
2
for some a1, a2 ∈ Z with gcd(a1, a2, n) = 1. By Lemma 5.5, there are k1, k2 ∈ Z
such that bj := aj + kjn, j = 1, 2, are coprime. Let z1 := z
′
1 + k1α
′
1 + k2α
′
2. Note
that χ(Q1) = z1 mod Λ. Since b1, b2 are coprime, l2b1− l1b2 = 1 for some l1, l2 ∈ Z.
Put α1 := b1α
′
1 + b2α
′
2 and α
′′
2 := l1α
′
1 + l2α
′
2, then (α1, α
′′
2 ) is a basis of Λ with
nz1 = α1 and ℑα
′′
2
α1
> 0.
Since Q2 ∈ EP [n], nz′2 = cα1+bα′′2 for some b, c ∈ Z. The fact that Q1, Q2 form a
basis of the n-torsion is equivalent to gcd(b, n) = 1. Hence we have m1b+m2n = c
for some m1,m2 ∈ Z. Note that z2 := z′2 − m2α1 also represents χ(Q2). Put
α2 := m1α1 + α
′′
2 , then (α1, α2) is a basis of Λ and nz2 = bα2. The inequality
ℑα2α1 > 0 follows from ℑ
α′′2
α1
> 0.
To prove the uniqueness of b, first take two basis (α1, α2) and (β1, β2) of a fixed
Λ with ℑα2α1 ,ℑ
β2
β1
> 0 and zj, wj ∈ C with χ(Qj) = zj mod Λ = wj mod Λ such
that nz1 = α1, nz2 = bα2, nw1 = β1 and nw2 = b
′β2. Since (α1, α2) and (β1, β2)
are bases of Λ with ℑα2α1 ,ℑ
β2
β1
> 0,
(
β1 β2
)
=
(
α1 α2
)(s t
u v
)
for some
(
s t
u v
)
∈ SL(2;Z).
Then we have
w1 = z1 + k1α1 + k2α2,
w2 = z2 + l1α1 + l2α2
nw1 = β1 = sα1 + uα2,
nw2 = b
′β2 = b
′(tα1 + vα2)
for some kj , lj ∈ Z (j = 1, 2). Since nz1 = α1, nz2 = bα2, we obtain
(k1n+ 1)α1 + k2nα2 = sα1 + uα2,
l1nα1 + (b+ l2n)α2 = b
′tα1 + b
′vα2.
Since (α1, α2) is a basis of Λ, we have s = k1n + 1, u = k2n, b
′t = l1n and
b′v = b + l2n. The following equation follows from sv − tu = 1:
b′ = (k1n+ 1)(b+ l2n)− l1k2n2 ≡ b (mod n).
Therefore b mod n does not depend on choice of a basis (α1, α2) and z1, z2 ∈ C.
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Let χi : E → C/Λi (i = 1, 2) be two isomorphisms with χi(P ) = 0 mod Λi,
where Λi ⊂ C (i = 1, 2) are two lattices. Take a basis (α1, α2) of Λ1 with ℑα2α1 > 0
and z1, z2 ∈ C such that χ1(Qj) = zj mod Λ1, nz1 = α1 and nz2 = bα2 for some
b ∈ Z. Since χ2χ−11 : C/Λ1 → C/Λ2 is an isomorphism, there exists λ ∈ C such that
χ2χ
−1
1 (x mod Λ1) = λx mod Λ2. Hence (λα1, λα2) is a basis of Λ2, and wj := λzj
(i = 1, 2) satisfy χ2(Qj) = wj mod Λ2, nw1 = λα1 and nw2 = bλα2. Therefore b is
uniquely determined by (E,P,Q1, Q2). 
The proof of Lemma 5.4 needs the following arithmetic lemma; the result must
be well-known but we add the proof for completeness.
Lemma 5.5. Let a1, a2, n ∈ Z such that gcd(a1, a2, n) = 1. Then, there exist
bj ≡ aj mod n such that gcd(b1, b2) = 1.
Proof. (Thanks to Martín Avendaño for pointing to us this proof.) By Dirichlet’s
Theorem, if u, v are coprime integers, then {p = um+ v | p is prime} is an infinite
set. Then, the sets
Pj :=
{
p =
aj + nm
gcd(aj , n)
∣∣∣∣ p is prime
}
are infinite. We can choose pj ∈ Pj such that p1 6= p2, and pi does not di-
vide gcd(aj , n) if i 6= j; note that gcd(a1, n), gcd(a2, n) are coprime. Then, bj :=
pj gcd(aj , n) are the sought numbers. 
Let b(P) be the integer 0 ≤ b < n in Lemma 5.4 for P := (E,P,Q1, Q2) ∈ Σ0,n3 .
Lemma 5.6. For α = a1 + a2
√−1, β = b1 + b2
√−1 ∈ H, let fαβ : C → C be the
R-linear map defined by fαβ(1) = 1 and fαβ(b2
√−1) = a1 − b1 + a2
√−1. Then
fαβ(Λβ) = Λα, and fαβ induces a continuous group isomorphism f¯αβ : C/Λβ →
C/Λα given by f¯αβ(z mod Λβ) = fαβ(z) mod Λα.
Proof. Since fαβ(1) = 1 and fαβ(β) = α, we have fαβ(Λβ) = Λα, and fαβ : C→ C
is an R-linear isomorphism. Hence f¯αβ is well-defined and a continuous group
isomorphism. 
For b ∈ Z with gcd(b, n) = 1, put Σ0,n3,b := {P ∈ Σ0,n3 | b(P) = b}. By Lemma 5.4,
we have
Σ0,n3 =
∐
0<b<n
gcd(b,n)=1
Σ0,n3,b .
We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.7. The subspaces Σ0,n3,b are connected. In particular, the space Σ
0,n
3
has φ(n) connected components (φ(n) is the Euler number of n).
Proof. For b ∈ Z with gcd(b, n) = 1; pick some α ∈ H and consider the complex
numbers z1 :=
1
n and z2 :=
bα
n . Let E be a smooth cubic isomorphic to C/Λα and
fix an isomorphism χ : E → C/Λα. Then b(P) = b for P := (E,P,Q1, Q2) ∈ Σ0,n3 ,
where P := χ−1(0 mod Λα) and Qj := χ
−1(zj mod Λα). Thus Σ
0,n
3,b is non-empty.
Suppose that Pi = (Ei, Pi, Qi1, Qi2) ∈ Σ0,n3 (i = 0, 1) belong to the same con-
nected component of Σ0,n3 . Then there is a continuous map γ : [0, 1] → Σ0,n3 with
γ(0) = P0 and γ(1) = P1. Let p1 : Σ
0,n
3 → SL(2;Z)\H be the continuous map
given by the first projection (E,P,Q1, Q2) 7→ C. Let γ˜ : [0, 1]→ H be a lift of the
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composition p1γ : [0, 1] → SL(2;Z)\H, and put αt := γ˜(t) for t ∈ [0, 1]. By the
proof of Lemma 5.4, we may assume that
χ0(Q01) =
1
n
mod Λα0 and χ0(Q02) =
bα0
n
mod Λα0
where χ0 : E0 → C/Λα0 is an isomorphism with χ0(P0) = 0 mod Λα0 .
By Lemma 5.6, we have continuous group isomorphisms f¯αtα0 : E0 → Et for
t ∈ [0, 1] such that f¯α1α0(P0) = P1 and f¯αtα0(Qj) ∈ EPt [n] for any t ∈ [0, 1], where
Et := p1γ(t) and Pt := f¯αtα0(P0). Since EPt [n] is discrete in EPt , f¯α1α0(Q0j) = Q1j
holds. Hence b(P1) = b since
fα1α0
(
1
n
)
=
1
n
and fα1α0
(
bα0
n
)
=
bα1
n
.
Conversely, suppose that b(P0) = b(P1) = b for Pi = (Ei, Pi, Qi1, Qi2) ∈ Σ0,n3 (i =
0, 1). By the proof of Lemma 5.4, we can choose a lattice Λi with an isomorphism
χi : Ei → C/Λi and a basis (1, αi) of Λi for each i = 0, 1 such that
χi(Pi) = 0 mod Λi, χi(Qi1) =
1
n
mod Λi and χi(Qi2)
bαi
n
mod Λi.
Let γ˜ : [0, 1]→ H be the map defined by γ˜(t) = αt := (1− t)α0+ tα1. Then f¯αtα0 :
E0 → Et gives a continuous map γ : [0, 1]→ Σ0,n3 with γ(0) = P0 and γ(1) = P1.
Thus P0 and P1 belong to the same connected components. Therefore each Σ
0,n
3,b
is a connected component of Σ0,n3 , and Σ
0,n
3 has φ(n) connected components. 
Remark 5.8. Let U ⊂ H a proper analytic subspace not containing z0, z1 in the last
proof. Then the path can be constructed avoiding U .
Lemma 5.9. For P := (E,P,Q1, Q2) ∈ Σ0,n3,b , the equation b(P′) ≡ −b mod n
holds, where P′ := (E,P,Q2, Q1).
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 5.4, we can choose an isomorphism χ : E → C/Λα
for some α ∈ H such that χ(Q1) = 1/n mod Λα and χ(Q2) = bα/n mod Λα. Put
β1 := α and β2 := −1, then (β1, β2) is a basis of Λα such that ℑβ2β1 > 0, nz1 = bβ1
and nz2 = −β2, where z1 := bα/n and z2 := 1/n. By Lemma 5.5, there exist
k1, k2 ∈ Z such that gcd(c1, c2) = 1 for c1 := b + k1n and c2 := k2n. We have
c1l2 − c2l1 = 1 for some l1, l2 ∈ Z. For γ1 := c1β1 + c2β2 and γ2 := l1β1 + l2β2,
(γ1, γ2) is a basis of Λα with ℑγ2γ1 > 0. Let w1 := z1+k1β1+k2β2 and w2 := z2−l1w1.
Then nw1 = γ1 and nw2 = −c1γ2. Hence we obtain b(P′) ≡ −c1 ≡ −b mod n. 
We are going to use the contents of this section for the following proof.
Proof of Proposition 3.8. Let Σ˜1 ⊂ Σ3 × (P2)6 be the subset
Σ˜1 :=
{
(E,P1 . . . , P6)
∣∣∣∣ {P1, P2, P3} and {P4, P5, P6} are setsof vertices of distinct triangles of E
}
.
Let ̟1 : Σ˜1 → Σ1 be the map defined by
̟1(E,P1, . . . , P6) := E + L1 + · · ·+ L6,
where Li is the tangent line of E at Pi for each i = 1, . . . , 6. Then ̟1 is surjective
and a 72 : 1 cover. Take a smooth cubic E ∈ Σ3, a flex point O ∈ E, and an
isomorphism χ : E → C/Λα for some α ∈ H such that χ(O) = 0 (here “modΛα”
is omitted for short). Let Qab ∈ E be the point such that χ(Qab) = a9 + b9α for
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a, b ∈ Z. By Theorem 5.7, (E,O,Q10, Q0b) is a point of the connected component
Σ0,93,b of Σ
0,9
3 for each b = 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8. The sets of vertices of the triangles associated
with Q03 (resp. Q06) are V
1
j (resp. V
2
j ) for j = 1, 2, 3, where V
1
j and V
2
j are the
following sets;
V 11 := {Q01, Q07, Q04} , V 21 := {Q02, Q05, Q08} ,
V 12 := {Q31, Q37, Q34} , V 22 := {Q32, Q35, Q38} ,
V 13 := {Q61, Q67, Q64} , V 23 := {Q62, Q65, Q68} .
We identify (E, (Pa)a∈(Z/9)2) ∈ Σ¯0,93 with (E,P(0,0), P(1,0), P(0,1)) ∈ Σ0,93 by Re-
mark 5.2, .
Let Σ11 ⊂ Σ1 be the subspace where the associated 3-torsion points of the tri-
angles coincide, and let Σ˜11 := ̟
−1
1 (Σ
1
1). Let ϑ
1
1 : Σ¯
0,9
3,1 → Σ˜11 be the map defined
by
ϑ11
(
E, (Pa)a∈(Z/9)2
)
:=
(
E,P(0,1), P(0,7), P(0,4), P(3,1), P(3,7), P(3,4)
)
,
where Σ¯0,93,1 ⊂ Σ¯0,93 is the subspace corresponding to Σ0,93,1 under the homeomor-
phism in Remark 5.2. For connectivity of Σ11, it is enough to prove for ̟1 ◦ ϑ11 to
be surjective since Σ¯0,93,1 is connective by Theorem 5.7. Let (E,P1, . . . , P6) ∈ Σ˜11.
After replacing χ : E → C/Λα if necessary, we may assume that P1+˙P2+˙P3 =
P4+˙P5+˙P6 = Q(3,0) as elements of EO. Since 1 and k + α is a basis of Λα for
k ∈ Z, (E,Q00, Q10, Q01), (E,Q00, Q10, Q31) and (E,Q00, Q10, Q61) are points in
Σ¯0,93,1. Moreover, we obtain
ϑ11(E,Q00, Q10, Q01) = (E,Q01, Q07, Q04, Q31, Q37, Q34),
ϑ11(E,Q00, Q10, Q31) = (E,Q31, Q37, Q34, Q61, Q67, Q64),
ϑ11(E,Q00, Q10, Q61) = (E,Q61, Q67, Q64, Q01, Q07, Q04).
This implies that ̟1 ◦ ϑ11 is surjective.
Let Σ21 be the subspaces where the associated 3-torsion points of the triangles
do not coincide but they do not generate E[3], and let Σ˜21 := ̟
−1(Σ21). Let ϑ
2
1 :
Σ¯0,93,1 → Σ˜21 be the map defined by
ϑ21
(
E, (Pa)a∈(Z/9)2
)
:=
(
E,P(0,1), P(0,7), P(0,4), P(0,2), P(0,5), P(0,8)
)
.
Let (E,P1, . . . , P6) ∈ Σ˜21. As above, we may assume that P1+˙P2+˙P3 = Q03 and
P4+˙P5+˙P6 = Q06. Note that if P(0,0) = Qa0b0 , P(1,0) = Qa1b1 and P(0,1) = Qa2b2 ,
then
P(k1,k2) ≡ k1(Qa1b1 −Qa0b0) + k2(Qa2b2 −Qa0b0) +Qa0b0 mod Λα.
Since we can take a 3-torsion point as a neutral point of E, (E,Q00, Q10, Q01),
(E,Q63, Q73, Q04) and (E,Q33, Q54, Q65) are in Σ
0,9
3,1 since 9(Q73 − Q63) = 1 and
9(Q04 −Q63) = −6+ α (resp. 9(Q42 −Q33) = 1−α and 9(Q07−Q33) = −3+ 4α)
in C are a basis of Λα. We obtain
ϑ21(E,Q00, Q10, Q01) = (E,Q01, Q07, Q04, Q02, Q05, Q08),
ϑ21(E,Q63, Q73, Q04) = (E,Q04, Q01, Q07, Q35, Q38, Q31),
ϑ21(E,Q33, Q42, Q07) = (E,Q07, Q04, Q01, Q62, Q65, Q68).
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Hence E + L1 + L2 ∈ Σ21 is in the image of ̟1 ◦ ϑ21 if the set of vertices of L1 is
V 11 . By the same argument, we can see that E +L1 +L2 is in ̟1 ◦ϑ21(Σ¯0,93,1) in any
case. Therefore ̟1 ◦ ϑ21 is surjective.
Let Σ31 be the subspaces where the associated 3-torsion points of the triangles
generate E[3], and let Σ˜31 := ̟
−1
1 (Σ
3
1). This is only possible if the vertices of the
triangles generate E[9]. Let ϑ31 : Σ¯
0,9
3,1 → Σ˜31 be the map given by
ϑ31
(
E, (Pa)a∈(Z/9)2
)
:=
(
E,P(0,1), P(0,7), P(0,4), P(1,0), P(7,0), P(4,0)
)
.
Let (E,P1, . . . , P6) ∈ Σ˜31. We may assume that one vertex P1 is Q10 and one vertex
P4 is Q01. Then ̟1 ◦ ϑ31(E,Q00, Q10, Q01) = (E,P1, . . . , P6). Hence ̟1 ◦ ϑ31 is
surjective, and Σ31 is connected. 
Similarly, we prove Proposition 3.9.
Proof of Proposition 3.9. Let Σ2 be the realization space of curves consisting of a
smooth cubic, two inflectional tangents and a triangle. Note that Σ2 is a Zariski
open in Σ2 since the condition that lines are concurrent is a closed condition. Hence
it is enough to prove that Σ¯2 has two connected components. Let Σ˜2 ⊂ Σ3 × (P2)5
be the subset
Σ˜2 :=
{
(E,P1, . . . , P5)
∣∣∣∣ P1, P2 are distinct flex points of E, andP3, P4, P5 are vertices of a triangle of E
}
Let ̟2 : Σ˜2 → Σ2 be a map defined by
̟2(E,P1, . . . , P5) = E + L1 + · · ·+ L5,
where Li is the tangent line of E at Pi for each i = 1, . . . , 5. Note that ̟2 is
surjective and a 12 : 1 cover.
Let C := E + L1 + L2 + L ∈ Σ2, let Pi (i = 1, 2) be tangent points of Li and
E, and let Pi (i = 3, 4, 5) be the vertices of L. Let χ : E → C/Λα and Qab be
as in the proof of Proposition 3.8. We may assume that P3 = Q10, P4 = Q70 and
P5 = Q40. Since P1 is a flex point of E, P1 = Q3a,3b for some a, b = 0, 1, 2. By
taking O = Q3a−3,3b as a neutral point of E, we obtain
P3+˙P4+˙P5 = (Q10 −O) + (Q70 −O) + (Q40 −O) +O = Q3a,3b = P1.
Hence we may assume that P1 = Q30, P3 = Q10, P4 = Q70 and P5 = Q40 after
replacing χ and relabeling P3, P4, P5. Then P2 = Q3p,3q for some p, q = 0, 1, 2 with
(p, q) 6= (1, 0). In the case where q = 2, by replacing the neutral point O of E
with Q3p−3,6 and taking Q
′
10 := Q3p−2,0, Q
′
01 := Q3p−3,7 as basis of E[9] with the
neutral point O = Q3p−3,6, we obtain
P1 = Q
′
63, P2 = Q
′
30, P3 = Q
′
40, P4 = Q
′
10, P5 = Q
′
70 if p = 0;
P1 = Q
′
33, P2 = Q
′
30, P3 = Q
′
10, P4 = Q
′
70, P5 = Q
′
40 if p = 1;
P1 = Q
′
03, P2 = Q
′
30, P3 = Q
′
70, P4 = Q
′
40, P5 = Q
′
10 if p = 2.
Hence after relabeling L1, L2, we may assume that q = 1. For q = 0, 1, let Σ
q
2 ⊂ Σ2
be the subspace of curves C with P2 = Q3p,3q for some χ : E → Λα and p = 0, 1, 2,
and put Σ˜q2 := ̟
−1
2 (Σ
q
2).
Let ϑ02 : Σ
0,9
3,1 → Σ˜02 be a map given by
ϑ02
(
E, (Pa)a∈(Z/9)2
)
:=
(
E,P(3,0), P(6,0), P(1,0), P(7,0), P(4,0)
)
.
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Let C = E+L1+L2+L ∈ Σ2 such that P1 = Q30, P2 = Q3p,0, P3 = Q10, P4 = Q70
and P5 = Q40 (p = 0, 2). Since (E,Q00, Q10, Q01), (E,Q60, Q70, Q61) ∈ Σ0,93,1, we
obtain
ϑ02(E,Q00, Q10, Q01) = (E,Q30, Q60, Q10, Q70, Q40),
ϑ02(E,Q60, Q70, Q61) = (E,Q00, Q30, Q70, Q40, Q10).
Hence ̟2 ◦ ϑ02 is surjective, and Σ
0
2 is connected.
Let ϑ12 : Σ
0,9
3,1 → Σ˜12 be the map given by
ϑ12
(
E, (Pa)a∈(Z/9)2
)
:=
(
E,P(3,0), P(0,3), P(1,0), P(7,0), P(4,0)
)
.
Let C = E+L1+L2+L ∈ Σ12 such that P1 = Q30, P2 = Q3p,3, P3 = Q10, P4 = Q70
and P5 = Q40 for some p = 0, 1, 2. Since (E,Q00, Q10, Qp1) ∈ Σ0,93,1, we have
ϑ12(E,Q00, Q10, Qp1) = (E,Q30, Q3p,3, Q10, Q70, Q40).
Thus ̟2 ◦ ϑ12 is surjective and Σ
1
2 is connected.
By the above argument, Σq2 := Σ
q
2 ∩ Σ2 is connected for each q = 0, 1. By
Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.7, Σq2 are non-empty and disconnected. Therefore,
Σ2 has two connected components. 
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Appendix A. Appendix: Equations
We provide the equations for members of the Zariski tuples in Theorem 3.4 which
have been used for the computations of their fundamental groups. The details are in
a notebook in the folder 9torsion of https://github.com/enriqueartal /TorsionDivisorsCubicZariskiPairs.
In order to do this, we work with the smooth cubic E defined by x2y+y2z+z2x = 0.
The points in E[9] for any choice of flex as zero element are computed and their
equations have coefficients in K := Q[α] where the minimal polynomial of α is
t18 − 9 t17 + 36 t16 − 69 t15 + 360 t13 − 993 t12 + 1287 t11 − 225 t10 − 2557 t9+
5886 t8 − 7713 t7 + 6960 t6 − 4473 t5 + 2007 t4 − 588 t3 + 99 t2 − 9 t+ 1.
This curve have been chosen since the points [1 : 0 : 0], [0 : 1 : 0], [0 : 0 : 1] are
9-torsion points. Hence xyz = 0 is the equation of the triangle L1.
We compute the flexes considering E ∩ Hess(E). The 3-torsion and the above
points generate a subgroup H ⊂ E[9] isomorphic to Z/9 × Z/3, which allows to
compute equations for L′1, where the minimal polynomial of β ∈ K is t2 − 3t+ 9,
x3 + y3 + z3 + βxyz = 0,
and L2,
x3 − 3xy2 + y3 − 3x2z − 3xyz − 3yz2 + z3 = 0.
To obtain the triangle L3 we need to compute a generator system for E[9] and we
need to find a point in E[9] \ H . Let O be a flex chosen as zero element and let
P 6= O be another flex. We look for a conic C such that (C,E)O = 2, (C,E)P = 1,
and (C,E)R = 3, for some point R. We look for one such C and R. The triangle
L3 is obtained starting from R and it has a long equation which can be found
in Remark A.1. The equation has coefficients in a subfield of K generated by an
element with minimal polynomial
t6 + 84t5 + 2193t4 − 236t3 − 75t2 + 3t+ 1.
Some of the computations are too heavy for a personal computer and we have
used the computer server of IUMA (Mathematical Institute of the University of
Zaragoza) with a CPU IntelR© Xeon
TM
CPU E5-2650 v4 at 2.20GHz using 16 cores.
Remark A.1. The proof of Proposition 4.2 is done using the following Sagemath
code in 11 minutes and 54 seconds.
R0.<t0>=QQ[]
p0=t0^6 + 84*t0^5 + 2193*t0^4 - 236 *t0^3 - 75*t0^2 + 3*t0 + 1
a0=p0.roots (QQbar )[0][0]
L.<u0>=NumberField (p0 ,embedding =a0)
S1.<x,y>=L[]
f=x^2*y+y^2+x
T1=x*y
T2=(u0)*x^3 + (11836 /51219 *u0^5 + 995026 /51219*u0^4
+ 26024155 /51219*u0^3 - 142942 /7317*u0^2 - 272470 /51219*u0
- 38320/51219)*x^2*y + (12833 /17073 *u0^5 + 1076900 /17073 *u0^4
+ 28052858 /17073*u0^3 - 766769 /2439*u0^2 - 391100 /17073*u0
+ 82429/17073)*x*y^2 + (4399/17073*u0^5 + 369490 /17073*u0^4
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+ 9644752 /17073*u0^3 - 157303 /2439*u0^2 - 474916 /17073*u0
+ 65078/17073)*y^3 + (59/271*u0^5 + 14924 /813*u0^4
+ 392872 /813*u0^3 + 27197/271*u0^2 - 12053/813*u0 - 2500/813)*x^2
+ (-4399/17073 *u0^5 - 369490 /17073*u0^4 - 9644752 /17073*u0^3
+ 157303 /2439*u0^2 + 457843 /17073*u0 - 82151 /17073 )*x*y
+ (25987 /51219 *u0^5 + 2177044 /51219 *u0^4 + 56497537 /51219*u0^3
- 2705659 /7317*u0^2 + 840755 /51219*u0 + 120014 /51219)*y^2
+ (-35768/51219*u0^5 - 3007628 /51219*u0^4 - 78702035 /51219*u0^3
+ 216818 /7317*u0^2 + 1045979 /51219*u0 + 122189 /51219)*x +
(-16550/17073*u0^5 - 1390304 /17073*u0^4 - 36303170 /17073 *u0^3
+ 521996 /2439*u0^2 + 644213 /17073*u0 - 29929 /17073 )*y + 1
C=Curve ((f*T1*T2)(x=x+y))
g=C. fundamental_group()
A=[_.Tietze () for _ in g.simplified (). relations ()]
print(A)
Remark A.2. The computation of the groups of Proposition 4.3 have been done
using Sagemath. The first part of the computation of G1 has been done with the
IUMA server, taking 1 minute and 45 seconds of CPU time, with the following
code:
R0.<t0>=QQ[]
p0=t0^2 - 3*t0 + 9
a0=p0.roots (QQbar )[0][0]
L.<u0>=NumberField (p0 ,embedding =a0)
S1.<x,y>=L[]
f=x^2*y+y^2+x
T1=x*y
T2=x^3 + y^3 + u0*x*y + 1
F=(f*T1*T2)(x=x+y)
from sage.schemes .curves import zariski_vankampen
disc = zariski_vankampen.discrim (F)
segs = zariski_vankampen.segments (disc)
tr1=[ zariski_vankampen. braid_in_segment(F,*s) for s in segs]
print([_.Tietze () for _ in tr1])
The computation for G1 is completed in the notebook CubicTriangle1.ipynb and
the whole computation for G2 is in the notebook CubicTriangle2.ipynb. Both are
located in the folder Triangles of https://github.com/enriqueartal /TorsionDivisorsCubicZariskiPairs
and it can be checked following the suitable Binder link [8].
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